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The statements from the Police Chief of Windsor today demonstrate the systemic policing issues 
that generate civil rights violations across the country. Municipalities field police forces without 
adequate training and supervision. Municipalities give officers guns and badges, but don’t pay 
them enough to keep them. Municipalities get behind on policies and paperwork. This is cutting-
corner policing, and people like Second Lieutenant Nazario suffer. 
 
The Chief says he is glad that no one got hurt. OC spray hurts. Being threatened with “riding the 
lightning” hurts. Being told you should be afraid to follow police commands hurts. 
 
The Chief continues a false narrative and victim-blaming. He claims Second Lieutenant Nazario 
did not comply. The video shows otherwise. Lieutenant Nazario promptly slowed his vehicle, 
thereby signaling that he was submitting to Officer Croker’s display of authority. Officer Croker 
saw this and reports it. Lieutenant Nazario put his first arm out of the window within ten seconds 
of the first command to do so, while using the other arm to start the recording on his phone, and 
to execute Officer Crocker’s other command to turn off the vehicle. When asked how many 
occupants are in the vehicle, he responds within five seconds.  
 
The Officers’ decision not to communicate information to allay Lieutenant Nazario’s reasonable 
fears of facing guns, despite Lieutenant Nazario’s compliance, continued the one-sided escalation 
of this interaction. 
 
The Chief also failed to address the illegal search of Lieutenant Nazario’s vehicle—a clear 
violation of Arizona v. Gant and Cromartie v. Billings. The Chief failed to address the material 
misstatements made in the official police reports, and rebutted by the video evidence. If the 
officers faults were in split-second decision making, why did they continue to fail even then? 
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